
Meet Decoy! He has one of the most important roles at his company, Pest Solutions 365— 
Canine Bedbug Detective. Decoy performs bedbug inspections in many places all over the Omaha  
community, as well as travelling to Lincoln and surrounding communities where his help is needed. He has  
worked side by side with his partner/handler Doug Gorham ever since he was a puppy, including in his  
current position as the company’s bedbug specialist.   
Decoy’s role on the Pest Solutions 365 team is crucial because bedbugs are notoriously elusive parasitic  
creatures that can multiply quickly into a full-blown infestation. Human detection is generally only 30% effective,  
mainly due to their generally nocturnal nature and tendency to be found in hidden locations (inside mattress covers,  
in dressers, behind pictures and wall boards) that are often undetectable by visual inspection. However, Decoy is able 
to detect the scent of bedbugs and in doing so, his accuracy level skyrockets all the way up to 95-97%! Decoy is also a 
certified professional—he completed a rigorous training program at Iron Heart Training Center in Kansas, which is one 
of only two national schools offering this type and caliber of training. 
The accuracy of his sensory detection is truly amazing to see in action. Decoy can pinpoint the exact location of the 
bedbugs, all the way down to the exact spot in large homes, apartment complexes or commercial buildings within 
minutes. He can even identify which human is carrying the bedbugs in a group setting! He is a frequent visitor to schools 
and camps to assist with detection or as a preventative measure. Pest Solutions 365’s owner Tom Sutko and his team 
of specialists, including Decoy, take pride in offering the best services possible to their clients and in the community. 
This includes staying ahead of the curve in pest detection and elimination, and with the help of Decoy, bedbugs don’t 
stand a chance! He is a wonderful asset in his workplace and to the Omaha community. For more information about the 
services offered by Pest Solutions 365, please call (402) 334-BUGS (2847) or visit pestsolutions365.com. 
* To see Decoy’s official certificate and additional pictures of Decoy and Doug Gorham visit StrictlyBusinessOmaha.com Canine Bedbug Detective
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